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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
A diffusely-re?ecting coating on quartz is made of a 

silico-phosphate. It can be used on a tubular quartz en 
velope to increase the effective size of an incandescent 
?lament coil for optical purposes. The coating can be ap 
plied as a mixture of phosphoric and silicic acids with 
some ammonium bi?uoride added, and then heated to a 
temperature of about 1125° C. A porous and adhesive 
white-coating is formed on the glass. Heating to 1150“ 
C. will fuse the mixture to the quartz as a clear coating 
and cause cracking due to unequal coe?icients of expan 
sion. The coating can also be used on the quartz envelope 
of an electric discharge tube such as a high pressure 
mercury vapor lamp, and the coating can be used for 
other purposes. The coating can be made thin for diffu 
sion or heavy for re?ection. . 

This invention relates to a diffusing coating suitable 
for use on quartz and high silica glasses. In particular, it 
relates to a lamp in a quartz envelope having such a coat 
ing over at least part of its surface. 
Lamps having extended area planar type ?laments, 

such as the so-called C13 and C13D ?laments, have found 
wide use in slide projector equipment and in ?xtures used 
in television and motion picture studios. These planar 
?laments often called “monoplane” or “biplane” ?la 
ments, depending on whether the multiplicity of parallel 
?lament coils of which they are composed is arranged in 
a single plane or in two slightly-spaced parallel planes, 
are usually made in soft or hard glass envelopes. 
While it is possible to use coil con?gurations in quartz 

lamps at wattages of 1000 w. or less, the larger wattages 
with their larger coil con?gurations require such large 
diameter quartz tubes as to be economically unattractive. 
It appears, however, that if a single coil is surrounded 
partially by a substantially opaque diffusely-re?ecting 
coating, then the coating itself behaves as a spread-out 
?lament and simulates the behavior of the C13 coil, due 
to re?ection of light from the coating. Such a coating on 
a quartz tube will allow a single coil to behave like a 
C13 coil and allow tungsten-halogen lamps to be com 
petitive with soft and hard glass incandescent lamps in 
existing ?xtures. 
The quartz envelope of the tungsten-halogen almp op~ 

erates at very high temperatures, often well above 600” 
C., and ordinary coatings are unsatisfactory, because they 
will either crack the quartz, because of its much lower 
expansion coei?cient, or they will burn off. 
We have discovered, however, that a coating of a silico 

phosphate can be used on the quartz without such crack 
ing or burn-off and with very effective results. 
When phosphoric acid, silicic acid and ammonium 

bi?uoride (NH,HF2) are mixed, applied to quartz and 
properly heated, a white re?ective coating results, and 
seems to have a porous nature and ?rm adhesion to the 
quartz. 
The application of the mixture to the enevlope is quite 

critical. After being applied to the quartz as a paste, it 
is heated slowly; at about 300° C., the liquids having 
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mostly evaporated, it has the appearance of a grey frozen 
slush. At about 1000° C. it begins to sinter to a porous 
but cohesive mix, and shows the beginning of adhesion 
to the quartz at about 1125° C. However, the mixture 
will fuse to a clear glass coating at about 1150° C. and 
the quartz envelope will eventually crack. Accordingly, 
the ?nal temperature of the coating during manufacture 
must be below 1150° C., and about 1125 ° C. being ef 
fective, and the temperature during subsequent operation 
must be less than 1150° C. The latter limitation is not a 
disadavntage, however, since the tungsten halogen lamp _ 
generally operates well below that temperature. 
The silico-phosphate is the only coating we have found 

that can be made to adhere to quartz throughout the 
thermal cycling and recycling normal to the operation 
of the lamp. It appears to do this by a combination of 
relatively low thermal expansion coe?icient, only two or 
three times that of quartz itself, and a porous structure 
which takes up any stresses involved. 

In order to adhere satisfactorily to the quartz, the 
, silico-phosphate should contain an addition such as am 
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monium bi?uoride, which appears to etch the quartz sur 
face so that a better bond is achieved between the quartz 
and the silico-phosphate. Without such an additive, the 
coating will ?ake o?i. Other ?uorides can :be used. 
When ammonium bi?uoride is used, it breaks down on 

heating to become ammonium ?uoride and hydro?uoric 
acid, the latter apparently etching the glass at the same 
time the coating is sintered, thereby forming a good bond. 

In order to prevent cracking, the coating must not be 
heated to the point of complete fusion, but should be 
heated only to sintering or semi-fusion. 

Other objects, features and advantages of the invention 
will be apparent from the following speci?cation taken 
in connection with the accompanying drawings in which: 
FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a lamp according to 

the invention; and 
FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view, showing the ?lament 

coils. 
In FIG. 1, the tubular quartz envelope 1 has the 

pressed seal 2 at one end and the sealed exhaust tube 3 
at the other end. The external lead-in wires 4, 5' extend 
into the press seal 1, where each is attached in the usual 
manner to the thin molybdenum ribbons 6, 7 and act also 
as support wires for the coiled-coil ?lament 10 shown in 
FIG. 2, but obscured in FIG. 1 by the coating 11 on the 
outside of envelope 1. 
The coiled-coil tungsten wire ?lament 10 is mounted 

axially in the tubular envelope 1, the longitudinal axis of 
the coil being substantially on the longitudinal axis of the 
tubular envelope 1, the coil 10 being supported by the 
lead-in wires 8, 9, which are joined together a short dis 
tance above the seal 1 by the corrugated quartz bead 12. 
An additional support wire 13 extends to hold the middle 
portion of the ?lament coil 10, as shown more fully in 
FIG. 2.. 
The lead-in and support wire .8 extends into the ex 

haust tube 3 to aid in centering and supporting the ?la 
ment coil 10. Support wire 14 is wrapped around the 
upwardly-extending end 15 of wire 8 and extends from 
there in a bight 16 having an upwardly-extending end 
17, which engages the singly-coiled end of the coiled 
coil ?lament 10. The lead-in wire 9 extends upwardly 
and laterally, terminating in the downwardly-extending 
portion 18 to which an end 19 of ?lament coil '10 is af 
?xed. 
The ?lament structure and mounting can be shown in a 

copending application :Ser. No. 683,755 of L. S. Huston, 
Jr., ?led Oct. 31, 1967, for an Incandescent Lamp and 
the bead 12 can be shown in a copending application 
Ser. No. 681,519 ?led on Nov. 8, 1967, now Pat. No. 
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3,466,489, by Emery G. Audesse and L. S. Huston, Jr., 
with small coils around the lead-in wire inside the bead 
12, if desired. Each of these applications has a common 
assignee with the present application. 
The coating 11 can be applied to the quartz as a mix 

ture of 20 grams of syrupy phosphoric acid, 10 grams of 
silicic acid having a bulk-density of about 6.0 grams per 
cubic centimeter, and 2 grams of ammonium bi?uoride, 
results in a paste which can be applied in a layer. The 
coating is then slowly heated to 300° C., cooled, a second 
layer applied and heated similarly and then a third. A 
bubbly white coating results. It is then heated to 1125 ° C. 
If heated for 15 minutes, the coating remains a bubbly 
white with excellent adhesion and good re?ectance. If 
heated for 3A of an hour, the material sinteres to an ad 
vanced sintered state, 'which could be called semi-fused. 
Adhesion is excellent and no cracking of the quartz oc 
curs. 
The resultant lamp should not be operated at a tem 

perature of 1100° C. or above, because at such tem~ 
peratures the silico-phosphate coating will eventually 
change to a clear glaze and lose its re?ecting power. 
Three layers of silico-phosphate, each about 3 millime 
ters thick, form a very effective coating. 

Varioius modi?cations will be apparent from the fore 
going speci?cation without departing from the spirit and 
scope of the inevntion, which is limited only by the 
claims. 
What we claim is: 
1. An electric lamp comprising a tubular quartz en 

velope, a light source inside said envelope, and a porous 
semi-fused silico-phosphate coating on said quartz en 
velope, said light source is a compact incandescent ?la 
ment and said coating is on a portion of the circumfer 
ence of said envelope in register with said ?lament and 
covers an area substantially greater than the area corre 
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spending to the product of the length-and outside diame 
ter of said ?lament, whereby the effective size of the 
light source is increased by re?ection from the coating. 

2. The lamp of claim 1, in which the coating is con 
?ned to the portion of the envelope adjacent the ?la 
ment. ' 

3. The lamp of claim 2, in which the compact incan- 
descent ?lament is a single coiled-coil ?lamentvs'ubstané 
tially axial of the envelope. . , 

4. The combination of claim 1 in which the silico 
phosphate coating contains a ?uoride to improve the, 
adherence. - V a 

5. An electric lamp comprising a sealed tubular en 
velope, a single coiled-coil ?lament ?xed substantially 
axially therein, and a porous semi-fused silico-phosphate 
diffusely-‘re?ecting coating on only the portion of the cir 
cumference of said envelope adjacent said coil, said coat 
ing having an area greater than that of the product of 
length and outside diameter of said coil, whereby the effec 
tive size of the light source is increased. . - 
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